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Doing what we do, 
but doing it better.



If ever there was a time to 
take a whole new look at 
SEAT, it’s now.

A major transformation is 
in full flow,  — a real game 
changer, with vibrant new 
thinking and market-leading 
innovations at its heart. 

With SEAT UK true fleet 
sales up 45% in half year 
one versus last year, SEAT 
has raced into the true  
fleet manufacturers’  
top 10 as the UK’s fastest 
growing brand.

Showered with major awards 
and unstinting praise, 
everyone associated with 
SEAT in 2018 can now see the 
tangible, far reaching results 
of a passionate, confident, 
dynamic transformation.

One that will make fleet 
business easier to do, and 
SEAT the easy choice.



The word is well and truly out...

 'SEAT’s recent transformation is incredible, 
with brilliant new products and a focus on 
putting fleet at the core of the business'
Fleet World Honours 2018 
    
What a truly outstanding 12 months for SEAT! 
We’ve broken sales records (up 49% in true fleet 
sales last year and up 45% year-on-year for 
this year), and soared into the true fleet top ten 
manufacturers list. 

We won praise and awards from our industry as 
the most Improved Fleet Manufacturer 2018, and 
for cars such as the Ateca SUV and Arona SUV, 
Ibiza and Leon, from WhatCar? Red Dot, and 
Auto Express. Plus a much coveted silver at the 
prestigious Car of The Year awards for Ibiza.
 
I’m very proud of our achievements — made 
possible by a team that is enthusiastically 
embracing our transformation and truly believes in 
the brilliant cars we build. It takes a huge effort from 
every area of the business to engender a culture in 
which the real, tangible improvements we’re seeing 
now can come about.

With initiatives like the EASY offer, four-day test drive 
programme, brand new website tools for fleets, and 
investment in a uniquely experienced and dedicated 
team of fleet specialists, the pedal is well and truly 
pressed to the floor. 

Peter McDonald
Head of Fleet & Business Sales SEAT UK

The transformation 
is gathering pace.

All our range is now EASY offer,
you just need to specify:

Choose your trim.
Choose your engine.
Choose your colour 
(metallic paint is included in the price).

And that’s it!
Because with a great standard spec,
you don't need options. 

Introduction.

What is 
EASY offer?



Faster forward.

Investment.

 What does 3.3 billion Euros get you these days?
 
 If you’re SEAT, it means investment in:

▶  A totally re-invigorated brand with a new look, 
a new purpose and new direction

▶  New models, with one to be introduced every six months 
between 2018 and 2020, creating an ever bigger,  
better product range, with improved efficiency, safety,  
solid residual values and strong TCO

▶  Research & Development and the best of modern engine 
technology, to deliver impressive economy, performance,  
and emission figure

▶  An industry first full 4-day business test drive programme  
for fleet drivers

▶  People: a team of highly skilled, experienced fleet specialists 
who really do know what it’s like out there, and what it takes 
to make your job easier 

▶  Even more support in and around the dealership. And now 
that 96% of the UK has a SEAT dealer within a 45 minute 
drive, we’re also rolling out new brand identity to welcome  
our customers

▶  A Fleet Excellence programme providing outstanding service  
for corporate fleets

  By the time our transformation is complete, brand awareness 
will have doubled too. 

 SEAT for business grows from strength to strength… 

With €3.3bn. 

€



Building a business 
that's better for 
business.

Fleet News Awards  /  Fleet World Honours

Achievements.

A passion for desirable cars, 
technological innovation and 
impeccable customer service. 
Welcome to the exciting new 
world of SEAT for Business.

We are the fastest-growing true fleet manufacturer in the UK by volume in 2018. Everything's in place, the investment and 
the commitment, to continue that growth, and make SEAT the go-to brand for Business, right now and into the future.

Securing two of the most hotly contested prizes in the eyes of the 
fleet industry from Fleet News and Fleet World Honours, is a proud 
acheivement. And it’s our intention to continue to progress.

Award
Winning 
Cars

Key to our strategy for growth has been working to ensure strong 
residual values — a vital consideration for the fleet purchasing 
process. Our EASY offer will further boost residual values, too.

STRONG
Residual Values

With true fleet market share now reaching 4% it’s testament that SEAT now has an 
outstanding fleet offer: an extensive vehicle portfolio that resonates with the fleet 
decision-maker and drivers.

We’re consistently achieving 4½- and 5-star reviews 
from the motoring press, including 'first-in-class' for 
Ibiza, Arona and Ateca from in-depth Autocar reviews. Our growing range of vehicles has received a raft of honours 

and major awards from the motoring press, including 
accolades from WhatCar?, Auto Express and Autocar.

True Fleet 
Market Share 
Up to 4%

SEAT has become a real contender for fleets across the 
UK by offering service levels and vehicles which really hit 

the mark, with true fleet volume tripled since 2013.

True Fleet
   Volume Tripled

Fastest Growing Fleet Manufacturer Despite a shrinking true fleet market, SEAT has achieved a record five 
consecutive years of true fleet sales growth  — testament to the brand’s 
resilience and true fleet offer. Part of keeping that momentum going is 
the promise to launch a new model every six months until 2020.

Long 
Term
Growth

Outstanding
Reviews

Most Improved
Fleet Manufacturer
of the Year 2018

SEAT UK true fleet sales up 45% in half year 1 versus last year,
pushing SEAT up in the true fleet manufacturers' top 10.

UK SEAT True Fleet Sales

45%



You just can't beat 
the experience.
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1. Mark Penny
Fleet Manager
West

2. Jeremy Young
Fleet Manager
South

3. Justin Beale
Fleet Manager
Midlands

4. Chris Bennett
Fleet Manager
Scotland/North

5. Lindsay Ephgrave
Fleet Manager
East

6. Justin Costello
National Fleet 
Sales Manager

7. Joe Steiner
Fleet Manager
Central

8. Steven Close
Fleet Manager 
North

Our team.

Led by Peter McDonald, who provides a 
wealth of experience from all his time with 
both SEAT and other Volkswagen Group 
brands in the UK and overseas, our team of 
accomplished fleet specialists — 7 Fleet 
Managers and 2 Contract Hire and Leasing 
Managers — have a thorough understanding 
of industry and leasing needs. 

Not least because they’re encouraged to 
get out there and away from their desks 
as often as possible, and do business  
face to face.

You’ll have one dedicated point of contact 
for expert understanding of acquisition of 
cars, specs, leasing, financing, 
maintenance and repairs and supporting 
employee benefit programmes — 
including salary sacrifice or affinity 
schemes.

Right away, you’ll see what a 
difference all that experience 
can bring to your business.

Fleet Excellence
The principal aim of our SEAT Fleet 
Excellence programme is providing our 
dealers with the expertise to help you run 
your business with maximum efficiency. 
Choosing the right SEAT for you in order to 
achieve your business objectives.

Offering comprehensive support, training 
and experience that draws on a deep 
understanding of the fleet market, the 
programme ensures accurate vehicle 
forecasting and lead times, transaction 
accuracy, and an excellent company car 
handover experience.

7
Area Fleet
Managers

2
Contract Hire &

Leasing Managers

250+
Years of Industry

Experience

1
Dedicated

point of contact

EASY
Easy to do

business with

ADVICE
Expert advice on 

fleet programmes



More of the cars 
they'll want.

Breadth of range.

Leon Estate Mii Toledo

Arona

Alhambra

Ateca

Leon HatchIbiza

Vehicles shown are for illustation purposes only.

  The breadth of our range in 2018 means a 
vehicle line-up that’s now far more relevant to 
fleets, drivers and leasing companies. 

 Exciting award winners such as:

▶  Ateca  — revitalizing the SUV market with  
its sharp design, comfort and pricing. 
A frontrunner in its segment.

▶  Arona — the first model to introduce EASY offer.

▶  Ibiza — dynamic design, driver appeal,  
and all the technology to go with it.

▶  Leon — What Car? Best Family Car Under 
£18,000*, with an abundance of valuable  
driver technology and safety features.

▶  New Tarraco — the exciting new 7 seater SUV 
arriving very soon.

  With a new car coming every 6 months until 
2020, we now have a vehicle for every possible 
need. Cars that are fleet focused, yet just as 
appealing to drivers as they are to Finance 
Directors.

  Factor in strong residual values, attractive P11D 
values/low emissions and low Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) in every independent 
segment analysis, and  your choice is easy.

 

High spec 
at low P11D

Tax and 
fuel efficient 
vehicles

Advanced 
safety features

Innovative 
technology

Outstanding
reliability

* Leon 1.2 TSI SE Dynamic Technology



Choose your colour
(metallic paint is included in the price).3

And that's it!
Because with a great standard spec, 
you don't need options.

Choose your trim.1EASY
offer.
The easiest way 
ever to choose 
your car.

Choose your engine.2

Our EASY way to order cars.

Decisions? Decisions? 
Or not — thanks to another brilliant 
SEAT initiative. 

With a comprehensive spec already in place on 
every car, (focusing on features and items Fleet 
Managers and drivers tell us they want), a 
further set of options aren’t required anymore.
 
Probably its biggest plus is in sorting out  
WLPT complications — where every 
combination of options has a different  
impact on CO2 and company car tax.  
With no added options, the spec we include 
doesn’t complicate your calculations, and 
actually adds to residual values. 

In the future, everyone will be making it 
this easy to order a new car.  Trust SEAT to 
make it this easy today. 



Not surprisingly, this is a big hit with business 
drivers. In another first from SEAT, our test 
drives give you no less than four whole days 
behind the wheel of any SEAT*. A chance to 
experience any model in our range, getting to 
know and appreciate the technology and 
features over days and nights of meaningful, 
real-life driving.

It’s easy and hassle free to book your test drive. 
Just call 0845 803 3255** and there you go. 
We’ll drop off and collect your car from the 
location that best suits the driver.

Only SEAT 
lets you drive 
four days. 

Best family SUV
LESS THAN £20,000

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018

Ateca S 1.0 TSI Ecomotive 115 PS Winner of WhatCar? Car of the Year, Best Family SUV less than £20,000 model shown: XXXXXXXX X.X TSI XXPS. XXX CO2#. XX% BiK. £XX,XXX P11D.
# Fuel consumption and CO2 figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions (Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different manufacturer models but may not represent the actual fuel consumption

achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. Optional wheels may affect emissions and fuel consumption figures. More information is available on the SEAT website at www.seat.co.uk and at www.dft.gov.uk/vca

TEST XXXX

P11D
£XX,XXX

FROM
MPG#

XX mpg
COMBINED UP TO

C02#

XX g/km
FROM

BiK
XX%

FROM

SEAT Ateca range

Our EASY way to a test drive.

Model shown: XXXXXXXX X.X TSI XXPS. XXX CO2#. XX% BiK. £XX,XXX P11D.

TEST XXXX

P11D
£XX,XXX

FROM
MPG#

XX mpg
COMBINED UP TO

C02#

XX g/km
FROM

BiK
XX%

FROM

SEAT Ibiza range

** Terms and conditions apply. Visit: goo.gl/a9N5DJ 
**  Telephone lines open 9am to 5pm Mon-Fri. Calls to this number will be 

charged at 5 pence per minute, plus your operator’s access charge.



A crucial factor in determining the 
monthly leasing payments is a great 
resale value — and SEAT has some of 
the best residual values in the market.

Start by taking a look at our SUVs, offering 
residuals that are amongst the highest in 
the sector. CAP Automotive forecast Ateca’s 
residual value at up to 44%*, and Arona’s 
forecast up to 41%*, each over 36 months/ 
60,000 miles. That’s ‘best in class’ versus 
our competitors, leading to great monthly 
lease rates.

Those figures make great reading for 
every fleet manager. How do we do it?

Fuel efficient engines like the really popular 
1.0TSi; a lower cost choice, which doesn’t 
compromise on power and at the same  
time keeps the driver’s BiK down. 

We also pack our SUVs with impressively 
high specification equipment and 
technology as standard, including 
safety features like Front Assist also as 
standard (for a lower insurance risk and 
increased used car desire).

And, we don’t charge for delivery 
which means our pricing isn’t diluted 
by unrecoverable costs.

*Source: CAP Automotive Ltd. July 2018

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Supermini SEAT Ibiza Vauxhall Corsa Renault Clio Ford Fiesta Peugeot 208

Hatch SEAT Leon Ford Focus Vauxhall Astra Renault Megane Peugeot 308

SUV SEAT Ateca Hyundai Tucson Nissan Qashqai Kia Sportage Peugeot 3008

SUV Crossover SEAT Arona Renault Captur Peugeot 2008 Nissan Juke Vauxhall Crossland

Lowest Total Cost of Ownership

Sources: KeeResources and CAP Automotive Ltd. June 2018.

Lowering your costs.

Residual 
Values

up As you can see above, SEAT comes out in 
front every time. How good is that?

There are more costs for a company to 
consider than just the monthly rental.

Residual value, fuel, servicing, insurance and 
CO2, for instance, play a major part in the true 
cost of ownership. 

By delivering competitive monthly lease  
rates, SEAT’s strong residual value strategy 
also delivers on low total cost of ownership,  
via low service, maintenance and repair (SMR) 
costs, fuel-efficient engines and sensible  
CO2 emissions.

Better still, these class leading figures come on 
high specification key fleet models packed with 
advanced technology and safety features as 
standard. That means both the fleet managers 
and drivers are kept happy.

Want accurate total cost of ownership 
information to help you make cost-effective 
fleet vehicle choices? Then why not try our TCO 
tool on seat.co.uk, and see for yourself how 
SEAT performs against key competitors.

Total Cost of 
Ownership

down

£



We’re a tech company 
that also makes cars.

Technology.

Front Assist monitors the traffic situation in front 
of your car, warning you when you get too close 
and even applying the brakes to help avoid 
collision. Front Assist reduces crashes by up to 
25% (Thatcham statement). Lowering insurance 
ratings, benefits Total Cost of Ownership.

Full Link is SEAT's full connectivity 
solution that offers MirrorLink™, 
Android Auto™ and Apple CarPlay™ 
technologies to customers for 
maximum connectivity between their 
smartphones and vehicles.

Front Assist.

Connectivity
technology.   

Wireless
Charging.

Place your smartphone in the Connectivity 
Hub and let it charge up without wires or fuss. 

Have all your driving 
information right in 
front of you. The high 
resolution colour digital 
instrument cluster 
shows you everything 
you need, right where 
you need it.

Full Head 
Lamps.

LED
Full LED Headlights 
illuminate the night 
as if you were driving 
in daylight.

Technology is designed not 
only to entertain you but to 
keep you on the right track 
to your desired destination; 
and this is exactly what our 
navigation systems Navi 
System and Navi System 
Plus offer you. will help 
you reach your destination 
safely and give you the 
confidence to drive in 
unknown areas

in a heartbeat with KESSY 
(Keyless Enter & Go).

The start/stop button 
illuminates as your SEAT 

unlocks automatically 
on your approach. 

Just press it to start the 
engine and you’re off.

START
ENGINE

STOP

KESSY

Get in 
and get 
going...

Sat-Nav.

Digital Cockpit.Emergency Assist.
Help in emergency 
situations. In an emergency 
you can relax knowing that 
Emergency Assist acts 
when you don’t manage 
to, automatically applying 
the brakes to alert you and 
eventually bringing the car 
to a stop.

Our Technical Centre (aka The Knowledge Hub) brings together over one 
thousand skilled engineers, dedicated to technological innovations that will 
further enhance SEAT’s reputation as a leader in the mobility of the future.
Not all features are available on all models. 

Adaptive
Cruise Control.
Set a steady speed and enjoy every day trip. The Adaptive Cruise Control will 
take care of acceleration and deceleration according to traffic. It adapts your 
speed to the car in front of you and maintains a safe distance at all times.



Awards.

▶  15 major awards in the last year

▶  Silver for Ibiza at the Car Of The Year 2018 
Awards — one of the most prestigious and 
fiercely contested awards in the industry

▶  What Car? 2018 award winners for Ibiza, Leon, 
Arona and Ateca

▶  Red Dot award: Product Design 2018 for Arona

▶  Ibiza — best Supermini, UK Car of the Year 
(UKCOTY) Awards 2018

▶  5 star reviews from WhatCar? Auto Express, 
and Autocar. 

  SEAT is now the 5th most talked 
about auto brand in the UK.

Winning ways 
produce winning cars.

Model shown: XXXXXXXX X.X TSI XXPS. XXX CO2#. XX% BiK. £XX,XXX P11D.
# Fuel consumption and CO2 figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions (Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different manufacturer models but may not represent the actual fuel 

consumption achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. Optional wheels may affect emissions and fuel consumption figures. More information is available on the SEAT website at www.seat.co.uk and at www.dft.gov.uk/vca
Model shown: XXXXXXXX X.X TSI XXPS. XXX CO2#. XX% BiK. £XX,XXX P11D.

Best small car

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018

Best small SUV

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018

TEST XXXX

TEST XXXX

P11D
£XX,XXX

FROM
MPG#

XX mpg
COMBINED UP TO

C02#

XX g/km
FROM

BiK
XX%

FROM

SEAT Arona range

P11D
£XX,XXX

FROM
MPG#

XX mpg
COMBINED UP TO

C02#

XX g/km
FROM

BiK
XX%

FROM

SEAT Ibiza range



SEAT’s recent transformation is incredible, with 
brilliant new products and a focus on putting 
fleet at the core of the business. It’s broadened 
its specialist team, strengthened its dealer 
network, adjusted its channel mix, and introduced 
new web portals and four-day test drives to drive 
awareness. Momentum that’s unlikely to slow 
down any time soon. 
FLEET WORLD HONOURS 2018

SEAT’S engagement with fleets and leasing 
companies has greatly improved. It’s been helped 
by the launch of some excellent new models, but it 
has also restructured its account management 
team and introduced new initiatives that really 
make a difference to fleet and their drivers. SEAT 
wants to listen, learn and improve its service — in all 
three, it’s succeeding. 
FLEET NEWS AWARDS 2018

Easily the most 
improved fleet 
manufacturer of 
the year.

Leon SE Dynamic Technology 1.2 TSI 110 PS Winner of WhatCar? Car of the Year, Best Family Car less than £18,000 model shown: XXXXXXXX X.X TSI XXPS. XXX CO2#. XX% BiK. £XX,XXX P11D.
# Fuel consumption and CO2 figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions (Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different manufacturer models but may not represent the actual fuel consumption 
achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. Optional wheels may affect emissions and fuel consumption figures. More information is available on the SEAT website at www.seat.co.uk and at www.dft.gov.uk/vca

P11D
£XX,XXX

FROM
MPG#

XX mpg
COMBINED UP TO

C02#

XX g/km
FROM

BiK
XX%

FROM

SEAT Leon range

Best family car
LESS THAN £18,000

CAR OF
THE YEAR
2018

TEST XXXX

Doing what we do, but doing it better, turns out to be very rewarding.

Awards.



SEAT is committed to a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to make changes to specifications, colours and prices without notice. While SEAT makes every effort to 
ensure that specifications are accurate at the time of publication (July 2018), you should always check with your authorised SEAT dealership for the latest information. Due to limitations of the 
printing process the colours reproduced in this brochure may vary slightly from the actual paint colour and material. This vehicle and all its parts, as well as the original spares, were designed 

according to the Legal Regulations governing the prevention and minimisation of Environmental Impact, through the use of recycled/recyclable materials, with measures taken to achieve 
suitable recycling for the conservation and improvement of environmental quality. *Please note fuel consumption and CO2 figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions 

(Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different manufacturer models but may not represent the actual fuel consumption achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. 
Optional wheels may affect emissions and fuel consumption figures. More information is available on the SEAT website at www.seat.co.uk and at www.dft.gov.uk/vca. SEAT does not purport to 

offer tax advice to individuals and recommends that all company car drivers consult their own accountant with regards to their particular tax position. 
July 2018. Printed in the UK. 

What should you do next with this brochure? We’re glad you asked.
We hope you found this brochure interesting. Please keep it handy so you can look up information on SEAT Fleet—

or pass it to a colleague who may want to take a look. When it’s no longer useful, please recycle it in a 
responsible way. We’ve created this publication responsibly, using a low waste environmentally managed printing 

system using FSC certified paper and BSI ISO 14001 accredited. Fully recyclable, it’s designed to protect the 
environment and the communities we are part of and has been carbon balanced with the help of international 

conservation charity, World Land Trust.

Official Government Environmental Data
Fuel consumption figures mpg* (litres/100km) and CO2 emissions (g/km)*. SEAT range: Urban from XX.X (X.X) to XX.X (X.X),

Extra-urban XX.X (X.X) to XX.X (X.X), Combined XX.X (X.X) to XX.X (X.X). CO2 emissions XXX to XXX g/km. 

SEAT FOR BUSINESS


